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Let us tell your success story.

With a team of ag-centric agency veterans, BLNKPG has a passion for all things rural and sharing the stories that help 
support both its legacy and growth. Developed with a client-partnership mentality, BLNKPG is dedicated to driving 
results based on fresh ideas.
A BLANK PAGE IS THE BEST PLACE TO START.

The Indiana Agriculture Nutrient Alliance is an organization educating 
farmers on production practices that conserve soil and reduce nutrient loss 
to water. IANA was starting an outreach program to producers in Indiana’s 
Upper White River watershed and contacted BLNKPG for marketing and 
promotional assistance.

THE CHALLENGE

BLNKPG developed a campaign around the theme “Keep it Midwest.” The 
idea being that conservation practices can prevent soil erosion and the 
movement of soil nutrients into waterways and then downstream to larger 
bodies of water. BLNKPG designed a website – keepitmidwest.com – with 
tips on nutrient manure management, nitrogen, planting and soil health, 
and IANA’s cover crops program. The website contained information 
sheets, videos and links to other resources. BLNKPG also created static 
and animated digital social media advertisements, informational email 
messages and geofencing ads appearing on devices of producers, 
encouraging them to log onto the website or contact IANA about 
conservation practices. In addition, mailers were sent to nearly
1,900 producers.

THE IDEA

More than 400,000 impressions of the digital and geofencing ads appeared 
on target audience devices between July 2021 and June 2022, with over 
1,100 clicks to resources within the ads logged, at an average click-through 
rate of 0.30% – higher than the .10% industry average. Email messages 
totaling 4,015 were sent to producers between January and June 2022, 
with 931 opened – a 23.1% open rate – and a 15.3 click-through rate.

THE PAYOFF

Average
click-through rate of

0.30%
with digital and 
geofencing ads


